their friends. This can never be but by insufficient acquaint- Memories ance preceding that which is more deeply revealing, I have of Michael pencilled a few words which would take the place of those Field which I hope you will feel with me cast an unnecessary chill. I have also suggested that if before the extract from your book you could conjure up something of the impression they made on you in the earlier nineties, this would add something which no one else alive can give us. I never saw them in those days. May be you found them rather a joke, but even this would enhance the other riper appreciation by contrast.
,  Pray forgive me for, after mature consideration, accepting the invitation you give me to suggest improvements. Yours ever,
THOMAS STURGE MOORE.
When the book appeared under the title of Works and Days (this was in 1933) no more than two hundred copies were sold. Alas, the fame the two poets believed would surely come to them was not yet to illumine their poems; and there were few, now that Ricketts and Shannon were no more, to remember the beauty of their lives, perishable like the flowers they loved and tended, At least there were some aware of this beauty. Maurice Baring held the work of these ladies in high esteem.
DearRothenstein,
You couldn't have sent me anything in the world I liked better than the Works and Days of Michael Field. I have admired their work all my life without at first knowing who they were and when I knew admiring them still more. I have one poem in MS, which is hung up framed in my home at Rottingdean.
Thanking you again,
Yours,
MAURICE BARING.
Sturge Moore, indeed, does much to continue the austere living and high thinking of Ricketts and Shannon and the

